Death and Dying
At Death’s Door: Facing The Terminal Illness of a Loved One - 155.93 ATD Featuring Rabbi Dr. Earl A. Grollman, Dr. Diane Komp, Darcie Sims, and Rev. Wanda
H. Jenkins. This helps friends and relatives acknowledge deal with emotions about the
terminal illness of a loved one. This is a guide to living fully with a loved one through the
last months, weeks, or days.
Beyond Death’s Door: Help For The Grieving Process After Someone You Love
Has Died - 155.93 BEY - Darcie Sims, Rabbi Dr. Earl A. Grollman, Rev. Wanda H.
Jenkins, and Dr. Alan Wolfelt. Provides firsthand understanding of the grief process
and offers help for the journey through grief to wholeness.
Bill Moyers: On Our Own Terms, Disc 1 - 306.9 ONO - Originally produced in 2000.
Living with dying, Different kind of care, Death of one's own, Time to change.
“Renowned journalist Bill Moyers interviews dozens of terminally ill patients and
caregivers in an emotional and pragmatic look at the way Americans face death. The
series offers illuminating perspectives on the sometimes controversial ethical, medical,
and economic forces that can drive a person's choices about death.” Language In
English dialogue with English subtitles.
Bill Moyers: On Our Own Terms, Disc 2 - 306.9 ONO - Originally produced in 2000.
Continuation of Disc 1 about dying, care, and dealing with death and change.
“Renowned journalist Bill Moyers interviews dozens of terminally ill patients and
caregivers in an emotional and pragmatic look at the way Americans face death. The
series offers illuminating perspectives on the sometimes controversial ethical, medical,
and economic forces that can drive a person's choices about death.” Language In
English dialogue with English subtitles.
Con-fronting Death: A Chris-tian Ap-proach -to the End of Life - 248.86 CON Contents include: Discovering serious illness; Grieving before death; Caring for the one
who is not sick; How do we handle the pain?; Confronting the dying itself. Features
cancer survivor Walter Wangerin, award-winning author.
Consider The Conversation: a Documentary on a Taboo Subject - 306.9 CON "Motivated by their personal experiences with loss, two long-time friends -- one a
hospice worker and the other a State Teacher of the Year -- present a powerful and
inspiring film on the American struggle with communication and preparation at the
end-of-life. "Consider the Conversation" examines multiple perspectives on end-of-life
care and includes interviews with patients, family members, doctors, nurses, clergy,
social workers, and national experts from across the country"--Container.
Footprints on our Heart - 155.93 FOO - Spirituality - Walking through grief after
miscarriage, stillbirth, or newborn’s death.
Grieving The Sudden Death of a Loved One - 155.93 GUI - “Guidance for when the

unthinkable occurs.” One hour of support, wisdom and some expert counsel from
people of many backgrounds.
Helping Children Grieve - 155.93 HEL - Khris Ford, Paula D'Arcy ; narrator, Janet
Ault. “Khris Ford, founder of My Healing Place, and Paula D'Arcy, a trained
psychotherapist, addresses the topic of childhood grief, covering: the differences
between how adults and children grieve, how a parent can help a child grieve while they
themselves are grieving, and how to tell the truth about death to children.”
Helping Parents Grieve: Finding New Life After The Death Of A Child - 155.93 HEL
With Khris Ford and Paula D'Arcy. “Helping Parents Grieve is for any parent who has
experienced the death of a child--and for those who aim to help someone who is
grieving. You will meet men and women who have suffered, who share their stories, and
help to kindle hope for finding life again. Topics include: Knowing you are not alone ;
Dealing with the loss of hopes and dreams ; Grieving the death of a baby ; The family's
grief journey ; Honoring and remembering your child.”
Infinity: The Ultimate Trip, Journey Beyond Death - 306.9 INF - A film by Jay
Weidner. Using vital and beautiful imagery, along with personal accounts of near-death
experiences, reincarnation and more. Experts, Gregg Braden, Dannion Brinkley, ... [et
al.].
Jour-ney Through The Shad-ows: Hope -for Heal-ing After -Some-one Y-ou Love
Has -Com-mit-ted -Sui-cide - 362.28 JOU - Title on booklet: Resources for the death
of a loved one by suicide. Paraclete Press, 2010. "Resources for grieving the death of
a loved one by suicide"--Container cover. General Performance rights granted to
churches, libraries, hospitals, and schools for educational purpose. Narrator,
Stephanie Weber ; Iris M. Bolton, et al. This program "offers ways to help survive your
grief after someone you love has committed suicide and shows you that you are not
alone and that you can make it through this life-changing experience."--container.
Tibet: A Buddhist Triology - 294.39 TIB - Originally produced in 1979.
General Special features include a complete stereo recording of "A beautiful ornament,"
the protective ritual associated with Tara. General Gift of Henry G. Schwarz. Contents
Pt. 1. The Dalai Lama, the monasteries and the people -- Pt. 2. Radiating the fruit of
truth -- Pt. 3. The fields of the senses. Narrator: Thupten Jinpa. “An exploration of
Tibetan Buddhist culture, from a portrait of the Dalai Lama to a revelation of the mystical
inner world of monastic life and an unflinching depiction of the response to a death in
the community.” English and Tibetan with English subtitles.
{The} Ti-betan -Book of the Dead-: A Way of Life; The Great Lib-er-a-tion - 294.3
TIB - Narrator, Leonard Cohen. Documentary containing remarkable footage of the rites
and liturgies surrounding and following the death of a Ladakhi elder. The Dalai Lama
explains his own feelings about death, while other scenes within a palliative care
hospice in San Francisco depict the use of the texts to counsel dying patients.
Language Closed-captioned.

When A Loved One Dies: Walking Through Grief As A Teenager - 155.9 WHE General Includes booklet titled: A support guide. Alicia Sims Franklin. “When a Loved
One Dies gives insight not only to teenagers, but also parents, teachers, and counselors
who want to know how to help bereaved youth.”

